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FLYING CLUB NEWS
A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FLYING GROUP MEMBERS

EVAPORATIVE A/C INSTALLATION
The A/C unit was installed by local Clare contractor Docair .The diffusers are different and they look great, thanks to
Malcom Schupelius of Docair for the suggestion to use them, they can be seen in the photos above.
The installation was partly funded by the Stronger Communities Grant which also partly funded the purchase of a
Generator for our stand alone Solar System.
Also a big thankyou to MAIT Plumbing of Clare who donated materials and labor for all the plumbing work associated
with connecting the pressure pump to the Terminal Building. The 240 v Pressure Pump was donated by David Dunstan of
Dunstans Electrical Clare thankyou David.
M.R. Electrix who also wired up security lighting and pressure pump for us at reduced rates thanks Matt Rodwell.
The Flying Group is very grateful for the continued support of local Clare business’s.

YCVA FLY-IN SUNDAY NOV 20th
A great day was had by all who attended we had around 40 for the BBQ lunch.
A large contingent from the South East attended around 10 planes made the trip including a Nanchang flown by
Patrick Hayes and owned by David Webb .
A big thankyou to Peter Eaton who made his Whippets available for a unique touring experience around the
Aerodrome. Thanks also to Peters wife Veronica for the delivery of pizzas to the Aerodrome on Sunday night it
was greatly appreciated by everyone. Sunday night as well as pizzas we also had a couple of short films.
The first about the recovery and restoration of 5 P51 Mustangs used in far north SA during Atomic bomb testing.
The other was the Whippets for Wishes No 3,an epic Journey over 31days from Clare to Broome Western
Australia and back again to raise money for Make a Wish Foundation organized by Peter Eaton.
Thanks to Patrick Hayes ( The Wing Commander) for organizing the South East Crew he did a great job.
Late in the day 3 gliders who had left from Broken Hill earlier in the morning also arrived quietly at the
Aerodrome, they were also treated to a tour in the Whippets.
Thanks to all members who helped on the day cooking and cleaning up and Sharon for the Pavlova it didn't last
long.

Our next Fly In will be Sunday December 11th hope to see you all there.
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